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The Bible warns of attitudes and actions about sex that our holy God calls shameful,
but our culture is rapidly rejecting shame as a response to most anything related to
sex and sexuality. In fact, our culture is trying to use shame to pressure Christians to
conform to the world. That puts followers of Christ at a crossroads: Who will we
functionally believe and follow?
In recent history, there is a line connecting Freud’s belief that man’s happiness revolves
around sex to the sexual revolution of the 1960s – 1980s, and to today’s idea that a person’s
sexual orientation and gender identity are inherent, immutable, and fundamental to that
person’s identity. That view allows the culture to argue that the Bible’s teaching about sex
and sexuality is an attack on a person’s identity.
Those who follow Jesus Christ and who hold to the Bible’s teaching on sex and sexuality
will face the culture’s scorn, and its efforts to shame believers into conforming.
Three principles for how believers are to think about sexual sin from Ephesians 5:1-14
1.

God’s Word is explicit about sexual sin.

2. The world’s appeal for sexual sin is pervasive.

3. Followers of Christ must not be ashamed of our Savior or His truth.

Questions to Consider
1. What are some of the outcomes when secular experts tell the culture that sexual
satisfaction is central to man’s happiness? What are some of the temptations that are
posed to you by such thinking?
2. One dictionary defines shame as “a painful feeling of humiliation or distress caused by
the consciousness of wrong or foolish behavior.” How would you describe the biblical
role of shame for unbelievers and for believers? How does God use shame to work in
the hearts of people?
3. How does sin fit into our explanation of the gospel of Jesus Christ? What’s the potential
danger if Christians focus on reforming the morality of our culture without being most
clear about the sin of failing to believe in Jesus Christ?
4. What are some of the explicit statements about sexual sin in Ephesians 5? Which one
has the greatest impact on your heart as you think about temptation? Take some time to
write it out and work on memorizing it this week.
5. What are some of the descriptions in Ephesians 5 that imply ways in which the culture
tries to draw God’s people into sexual sin? In what subtle way(s) are you tempted to
connect with the world in terms of attitudes or actions related to sex?
6. Read Ephesians 5:1-2. What is a primary motivation that should compel us to not be
ashamed of Jesus or His truth?
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